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MACAVITY:

THE MYSTERY CAT

by T. S. Ellot
Macavity's a Mystery Cat: he's called the Hidden PawFor he's the master criminal who can defy the Law.
He's the bafflement of Scotland Yard, the Flying Squad's despair:
For when they reach the scene of crime-Macavity's not there!

Macavity, Macavity, there's no one like Macavity,
He's broken every human law. he breaks the law of gravity.
His powers of levitation would make a fakir stare,
And when you reach the scene of crime-Macavity's not there!
You may seek him in the basement, you may look up in the airBut I tell you once and once again, Macavity's not there!

Macavity's a ginger cat, he's very tall and thin;
You would know him if you saw him, for his eyes are sunken in.
His brow is deeply lined with thought, his head is highly domed;
His coat is dusty from neglect, his whiskers are uncombed.
He sways his head from side to side, with movements like a snake;
And when you think he's half asleep, he's always wide awake.

Macavity, Macavity, there's no one like Macavity,
For he's a fiend in feline shape, a monster of depravity.
You may meet him in a by-street, you may see him in the squareBut when a crime's discovered then Macavity's not there!

He's outwardly respectable. (They say he cheats at cards.)
And his footprints are not found in any file of Scotland Yard's.
And when the larder's looted, or the jewel-case is rifled,
Or when the milk is missing, or another Peke's been stifled,
Or the greenhouse glass is broken, and the trellis past repairAy, there's the wonder of the thing! Macavity's not there!
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"Macavity, the Mystery Cal" from OLD POSSUM'S BOOK OF
PRACTICAL CATS, copyright 1939 by T. S. Eliot and renewed
1967 by Esme Valerie Eliot, reprinted by permission of
Harcourt Brace & Company.

And when the Foreign Office find a Treaty's gone astray,
Or the Admiralty lose some plans and drawings by the way,
There may be a scrap of paper in the hall or on the stairBut it's useless to investigate-Macavity's not there!
And when the loss has been disclosed, the Secret Service say:
'It must have been Macavity!'-but he's a mile away.
You'll be sure to find him resting, or a-licking of his thumbs,
Or engaged in doing complicated long division sums.

Macavity, Macavity, there's no one like Macavity,
There ·never was a cat of such deceitfulness and suavity.
He always has an alibi, and one or two to spare:
At whatever time the deed took place-Macavity wasn't there!
And they say that all the Cats whose wicked deeds are widely known
(I might mention Mungojerrie, I might mention Griddlebone)
Are nothing more than agents for the Cat who all the time
Just controls the operations: the Napoleon of Crime!
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A CAT·ALOG OF CANONICAL CATS
Learn about these fascinating felines, then
fill in your own kitty - conversations.

Cats with weird folded ears have
been around for about 150
years, but the first true
SCOTTISH FOLD was born 30
years ago in Scotland.

This 8 year old MAINE COON
cat, being held by his owner
Brooke Berger. ia named Sir
Arthur Coonan Doyle.
His
mother was Coon Victoria.

cousing ol the Devon Rex. The
first one, named Kallibunker,
was born In Cornwall, England
about 40 yeais ago. These cats
are also known as "poodle cats,"
because they have short, curly
fur and they like .to wag their
tails when they're happy.

The first DEVON REX was born
only 30 years ago in Devon,
England.
They're catted Rex
because their short, curly fur is
similar to the coa• of the Rex
rabbit.
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BARRY BASKERVILLE in "PHONE ANTICS"
by Richard Kellogg
Mrs. Wilson's third-grade class was learning
about the royal family of Great Britain on a
The teacher explained
pleasant afternoon in May.
to her students how kings and queens had been
important people in history.
She asked if any of
the children knew the name of the present Queen.
Betty and Tom raised their hands at about the
same time.
Without waiting to be called on, they
both shouted, "Elizabeth, Elizabeth, Elizabeth!"
"That is absolutely right," said Mrs. Wilson.
"Do you remember the names of anyone else in the
royal family?"
Barry Baskerville rolled his eyes, made a
face, and then stated, "I do know one thing. Queen
Victoria was on the throne when my friend and
He
hero, Sherlock Holmes, worked as a detective.
even helped her out on occasion."
The teacher opened her assignment book and
said, "That is correct, Barry.
Queen Victoria was
a very great lady in English history.
You have
learned a lot by reading about the cases of
Sherlock Holmes."
"Now my assignment," she continued, "is to
have some of you call for more information about
the royal family on your telephones at home. Mary
- I would like you to call KING-300 tonight.
Tommy, you may call ROYAL-29 for your
information.
Barry, I would like you to call
QUEEN-18 as your assignment. Are there any more
questions?"
"Yes," said Barry.
"I am sure that I can't call
anyone with the phone number that you gave me."
Question:
Why was Barry positive that
QUEEN-18 must be incorrect?
Answer on page 39
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THE BEAST OF BODMIN MOOR
SAVAGE BEAST OR WILD CAT, IT'S ENOUGH TO
SCARE YOU.
BODMIN MOOR, England (AP) - Children who live on a moor
scoured by wind and water in England's southwest don't believe in
Scotland's Loch Ness monster. But they're sure the Beast of Bodmin
Moor is for real.
"Something lives on the moor. People have seen it with their
own eyes," said 10-year-old Darren Squire.
One of those who swears he's seen the creature is Darren's
classmate, Ross Kemp, also 10. The beast, he said, is big and black
and a little scary.
In a hunt that recalls the Sherlock Holmes adventure, "The
Hound of the Baskerville," the government agreed last week (January
20, 1995) to spend $13,000 to investigate "the possible existence of one
or more wild catlike animals on Bodmin Moor."
Government zoologists will be sent out to check on local claims
that the wild cats have been mauling livestock and frightening children.
Shrouded in mist and mystery, Bodmin Moor is a great, lonely
swath of land pocked by gorse and bogs, about 250 miles southwest of
London.
Legend holds that King Arthur threw his sword Excalibur into
Dozmary Pool on the moor. In the 17th and 18th centuries, smugglers
hid from tax collectors in the l 0-square mile wasteland.
For more than four years, Rosemary Rhodes, 56 has tried to
persuade others that wild cats live on Bodmin Moor and are responsible
for savagely killing farm animals. In April, Rhodes sold the last 50
sheep at her Ninestones Farm after four ewes were ripped to death.
"I've been called, a hysterical, menopausal, attention-seeking
female," she said. "But more and more people are believing me."
Gesturing across a broad expanse of drab land, Rhodes said she
is unconcerned that more people haven't seen the beast. "As you can
see, you can hide a regiment of cavalry and Hannibal's elephant out
there."
In what she admits has become an obsession, she and friend Don
Rogers often go out after midnight with a powerful light plugged into the
battery of her Land Rover.
She has captured fuzzy images of large black cats with long tails
and the face of what she believes is a wild cub.
Rhodes is convinced the Beast of Bodmin Moor is in fact an
assortment of pumas, also known as cougars, and black panthers.
"They are not illusions or delusions or pink panthers," Rhodes
said. "They are so graceful, so beautiful. It is such a buzz to see
one."
Douglas Richardson, curator of mammals at London Zoo, said he
has seen Rhodes' videotape and confirms that the animal is a black
panther.
Wild cats are extremely rare in Britain, though pumas have been
found everywhere from British Columbia - with a similar climate - to
South America and are adaptable to various climates.
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One theory is that most were pets that were set loose after the
1976 Dangerous Wild Animals Act made it illegal to own such creatures
without a costly license.
Peter Keen, a dog handler for the local police force, said he has
seen wild cats four time. He estimates the population is "into the
double figures" within 25 miles of Ninestones Farm.
Keen fears that as their numbers increase, the wild cats will
become more territorial and aggressive. "I wouldn't want them killed.
We've just got to do as they do in America and learn to control them."
The National Farmers Union says more than a dozen farmers on
Bodmin Moor have reported attacks on sheep and calves in the past two
years.
In the cozy pub at Jamaica Inn - made famous by Daphne du
Maurier's novel of the same name, about romance, smuggling and
murder - patrons tell tales of the Beast of Bodmin Moor.
Steve Parkyn said he saw the beast 18 months ago lying on a
farm lane.
"The thing that actually spooked me the most was its speed. If it
had come towards us .. .it could have had us," he said. "It's not a
myth. I can guarantee that was a puma."
Charlie Bettinson of St. Neot said he was walking home after
fishing near Golitha Falls "When I saw it on a rock - it was like a
Doberman only bigger. The hair stood up on the back of my neck. Put
me off night fishing for the rest of the season."
Tony Turner, the manager of the Jamaica Inn, said bookings rise
with publicity about the Beast of Bodmin Moor.
''I'd hate to see them kill it," he said. "A little mystery is good
for business."

.,
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Peter Keen (left) and Rosemary Rhodes walk on Bodmin Moor.
'
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AP photo.
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HUGH DUNNIT ASKS:
WHAT IS IT?
Hugh Dunnit, our mysterious mouse detective has
listed nine clues to the above question. Using your best
detective skills, and a little luck, read one clue at a time (in
any order) and see how many clues it takes you to solve
the mystery of What Is it?
1) There are many types of me found in every country
except Australia and a few small islands.
2) I am very graceful, agile, and clever at climbing or
jumping.
3)

It is normal for me to live 13 or 14 years, but a few
of my relation have been known to live to be 24.

4}

I usually have four, five or six babies at a time.

5) One opinion of my start is from an African about
3000 BC.

6)

In ancient Egypt I used to be greatly respected.
They even had goddesses modeled after me.

7) At one time it was believed that I had magical
powers.
8)

I am sometimes mentioned when someone gives
away a secret.

9) I'm guilty of littering at times.
14

Answer on page 39.

br ettt an~ iklJllrn lalwn
illuttations bl! iusan ltalton

It was one of the most horrible sights I had
ever seen.
There, on the dirt floor of the
abandoned garage, was the biggest mess
imaginable ---- a ball . of yarn completely
unraveled, tangled, kinked, and spread all over;
several plastic balls, with the tiny jingly bells
torn out of their centers; a toy catnip mouse, its
cover ripped off, bits of catnip everywhere ---every kind of plaything that cats could possibly
enjoy, now destroyed and scattered in every
direction. No ordinary cat could have done this; it
had to be something so big, so powerful, so
monstrous . . . my fur stood on end as I tried to
imagine what terrible beast could possibly have
caused such an immense level of destruction.
Purrlock Holmes didn't seem to be bothered
by the wreckage. He went about his business, his
alert eyes scanning the area for clues, his expert
nose sniffing at the air. He stopped suddenly, his
attention fixed on the rear wall of the garage.
"Watnip!" he hissed, motioning with his tail
for me to come over, "What do you make of this?"
"A CATastrophe, Holmes," I replied, now
noticing a strange but fascinating odor in the air,
"What is that smell?"
"I cannot say just yet, Watnip." His nostrils
were now working furiously.
"It is somewhat
familiar to me, but I cannot pinpoint the exact
odor at this time. But most curious of all . . . look
on this wall."
There, near the bottom of the rear wall of
the garage, were several broad scarlet marks,
smeared onto the wooden surface as if something
had sloshed reddish paint onto it.
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"Is that . . ." I hesitated to ask, fearing the
worst. "Is ... is it blood?"
"It is too early to tell," Holmes said as he put
his two front paws against the wall, stretched
upward, and sniffed at the curious red substance,

.;

"We must not theorize until we have investigated
the clues. It does not smell like blood. But with
the strange odor that seems to hang over this
area, it is difficult to tell. That smell seems to
mask everything . . . a most compelling mystery

this is, Watnip."
"What is it?" Lucy Furrier asked, trembling in
fear, "What could have done such a thing to my
kittens' toys?"
17

"Something very large . . . " Holmes said, deep
in thought, "And quite powerful . . . and something
VERY smelly."
"I went to all that trouble to gather those
And now this . . . all
toys for my children.
destroyed." Lucy began to cry. "I took my babies
for a cat nap in the shade of a tree . . . it was so
hot in this garage, you know . . . and when we
returned, we found this mess."
She sniffled,
looking at Holmes. "Do you think you can help me,
Mr. Holmes?"
"I think this mystery can be solved," Holmes
said, still studying the area, "But you must give
me time to investigate the facts.
I assure you,
madam, I shall do my best in this matter."
I had my doubts that any cat could solve this
mystery. But that was the first case in which I
had been privileged to witness Purrlock Holmes in
action ---- and it was certainly not to be the
last. The famous cat detective was, in the future,
to amaze me again and again with his uncanny
powers of observation and methodical talent for
deduction.
I had first met Holmes in the late winter of
that year, and it was a twist of coincidence that
first brought us together. Earlier, I had enjoyed
the luxury of a human family to serve me and take
care of me. But one night, after they had let me
out the door, a blizzard suddenly struck.
I had
found shelter in a hollowed log, and the snow
piled on top until I was literally buried alive in
there. The snow melted enough two days later
that I was able to crawl out and make my way,
18

through the high snowdrifts, back home. When I
got there, I sat at the doorstep and meowed as
loudly as I could, but no one came to the door. I
sat there in the cold for the longest time, slowly
coming to the realization that my human family
had moved away, leaving me behind, alone and
orphaned.
It was then that I realized just how cold,
wet, and hungry I was.
I wandered the town,
looking for food and shelter, but, with the high
cover of snow, it was next to impossible. I was
sure that all was lost until I noticed a human
feeding a large Afghan Hound in a back Yard. It
was my only chance ---- risky, yes, but better
than starving.
I watched from behind the fence, licking my
lips, as the hound ate his fill. Then, when he went
into his doghouse to sleep, I scrambled over the
fence and crept through the snow toward his food
dish.
It turned out that I was partially in luck.
There, at the bottom of the dish, were a few
morsels of uneaten dog food. I immediately dug
in, eating the hard, crunchy bits as quickly as I
could.
Suddenly I heard a rustling inside the dog
house, then a bump. I looked up in time to see the
Afghan Hound towering over me, his angry eyes
blazing as he began to growl. I dropped the food
from my mouth and bounded through the
snowdrifts as fast as I could, hearing his large
paws thumping just behind as he chased me.
I got to the fence and jumped as high as I
19

could, but I couldn't clear it cleanly. I got stuck
on the top, struggling to get over for all I was
worth. It was then that I felt his sharp teeth sink
into one of my rear legs. I shrieked in pain and
pushed on over the top of the fence, my skin and
fur ripping away as the Afghan held on with his
razor-Ii ke teeth.
Hitting the snow below, I raced away to
safety in spite of the burning pain in my right
rear leg. I knew I was hurt, but I couldn't let that
My only choice was to stagger on,
bother me.
despite the injury to my leg, and hope to somehow
find food and a warm place to stay.
I ended up walking all night. The sun came up,
and I continued to trudge onward through the deep
snow, my strength slowly draining through my
wounded leg. Finally, on a street far away from
my old home, I knew that I could go no farther. I
limped up to a porch in front of the nearest home,
sat in front of the door, and yowled as loud as I
could, hoping desperately for some kind of help.
And there I sat, cold, wet, shivering, and hungry; I
felt weaker by the moment, and my leg throbbed
with a terrible pain. I was soon to be a dead cat, I
was certain, unless a miracle occurred to save me
Then I heard a little girl's voice coming from
the street.
"Oh . . ." she said, staring at my
miserable appearance, "Look at the poor kitty . . .
oh, you're hurt." I gave her the most sorrowful
look I could muster as she rushed up the steps of
the porch and picked me up. "Oh, you poor thing . .
." she said, holding me close to her, "Look at your
leg!" I mewed softly at her, then began to purr,
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desperate for any kind of effect I could produce.
"I'm going to take you home, kitty . . . poor little
thing."
She lived right down the street (Baker
Street, I later learned the humans called it), and
that was where she took me. As she debated with
her mother on why she should be allowed to keep
"this poor, helpless, lost kitty", I soaked in the
warmth of the house, cuddled in her arms and
purring to beat the band; I tried my best to look as
cute as possible as I secretly eyed the chicken her
mother was cutting up on the counter. The mother
human saw the gash on my leg and examined it, a
concerned frown on her face. I figured I had a
chance then ---- sympathy and cuteness together
was a combination that was hard to resist, I
hoped.
The plan appeared to work, or at least it did
pay immediate dividends. I suddenly found myself
placed in front of a dish covered with various raw
pieces of the chicken she was cutting up,
including my favorite part, the liver. There was
nothing I could remember that tasted as good as
the food did on that day.
"What about Cuddles, Mom?" the little girl
asked, "Doesn't Cuddles get a treat too?"
"It's only fair, I suppose," her mother said, "If
Patches here gets something, so should Cuddles . .
. we don't want him to get jealous."
I didn't know who Cuddles was, or even
Patches, but at that time, I didn't care. After all,
I was warm, I was filling my empty stomach, and
my fur was just beginning to dry out.
Normally I
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wouldn't have wanted any competition as the
center of human attention, but I was so happy to
be in my improved situation, I really didn't worry
about it.
"Here, Cuddles . . ." the girl yelled, "Here,
kitty' kitty' kitty!"
I heard the patting of feet as what I guessed
was Cuddles made his way to the kitchen from
another part of the house. A long, slender cat,
black with a white belly and white paws, came
speeding around the corner and skidded to a stop
at the sight of me; he delivered an angry glare and
a hiss in my direction, then cooed like a pigeon
and rubbed against the mother human's legs,
ignoring me and concentrating on the chicken he
now smelled.
We ate in silence, side by side, until both our
dishes were clean.
Neither of us would say
anything beyond a meow, a hiss, or a growl in
front of humans. Like all cats, we never spoke in
front of any species but our own ---- it was an
unwritten code of felines, so that none but our
own kind could know what we were up to. After
eating, we sniffed each other's noses and warily
circled one another before Cuddles hissed at me
one more time, walked away, and curled up on a
rug in the next room, trying his best to appear
indifferent to my presence.
"I hope Cuddles and Patches get along okay,"
the girl said, pausing and staring hopefully at her
mother, "Can we please keep Patches, Mom?"
"Well . . . " Her mother hesitated and took a
deep breath.
"First we'll have to check if anyone
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is missing a cat ... then we'll see. But right now,
you have homework to do."
The little girl human petted me, and I purred
and did all the right things that an affectionate
cat should do. Now there was hope for me; I had
to play it right so I could have a new home. She
left to do her homework, and I limped into the
next room to get acquainted with the other cat.
He looked up from his pretend nap and eyed
me up and down as I approached. I broke into a
grin. "Cuddles, huh?" I asked, watching him cringe
in embarrassment, "Cuddles? What kind of name
is CUDDLES?"
"It's as good a name as Patches, I suppose,"
he shot back, an iciness to his voice, "Didn't
Mother Hudson just call you Patches?"
"She can call me whatever she likes as long
as she feed me . . . . CUDDLES." I tried not to
laugh, but it was no use.
"I do whatever it takes for food and shelter, "
he snorted, attempting to ignore my laughter, "All
cats do whatever is necessary to survive in the
easiest way possible. I play when they expect me
to, I purr at the right time, and I even act cute if
it is to my advantage.
Humans can call me
whatever name they wish, as long as they provide
me with the comforts I desire . . . it's certainly
better than being a stray, my friend." He shook
his head as he observed just how thin and raggedy
I looked. "I have my dignity, yes, but at times I
have to lower myself into acting like a pet. You
yourself just did the same in the kitchen . . . .
PATCHES."
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"Well . . . in my opm1on, Patches is a more
dignified name than Cuddles."
"When I am around the humans, I am Cuddles.
When around other cats, I go by my real name . . .
He stretched, then yawned.
Purrlock Holmes."
"And what is your feline name?"
"In my old neighborhood, I was known as
Watnip."
"Not much of an improvement on Patches, I'd
say . . ." He sniffed, then cleared his throat. "In
any event, we might as well try our best to get
along, Watnip. Since it appears you are here to
stay, let us address each other by our proper
names. Welcome to the Hudson household on Baker
Street, Watnip."
"Thank you, Holmes. I promise never again to
call you Cuddles ... if you don't call me Patches."
"That is fair enough.
However, there are
certain rules you should follow in this house . . . I
have seniority here, and therefore I should be the
dominant tomcat, especially. in front of the
humans.
I get first use of any clean litter box,
and I get first crack at the treats . . . agreed?"
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"Agreed, Holmes. I'm happy to be alive, at
this point. I don't mind making concessions."
That was how I first met Purrlock Holmes
Now it was summer, and we had
last winter.
become close companions.
My leg had healed
nicely, after a trip to the vet, and I had put on
some weight since.
I was later to learn that my new friend was
anything but an ordinary cat ---- he was a
consulting cat detective, solving mysteries in the
neighborhood whenever the detectives from
nearby Scratchland Yard were unable to do so. I
was skeptical of his claim for quite some time,
since all we seemed to do was roam the streets,
yards, and alleys nearby whenever the Hudsons let
us out the door, like most normal cats would do.
His response to my disbelief was that no one had
called upon his services lately. I would just nod
my head and pretend to believe him, even though
inside I doubted the need for a neighborhood
consulting detective and doubted his supposed
abilities even more.
But that all changed one afternoon in July. A
cat hat been yowling in the yard, so Holmes and I
ran to the door and sat there, meowing, until one
of the Hudsons noticed and opened it for us. I had
my misgivings about going outside when Mrs.
Hudson was preparing fish for dinner, not wanting
to miss out on my favorite treat, but Holmes
assured me, when we got outside, that this was
more important.
"When a cat yowls outside, that's my signal,"
he explained, "Someone has a mystery for me to
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solve."
"But we're missing out on fish, Holme~ . . .
FISH! I love fish more than life itself."
"And I love a mystery more that anything
else, Watnip.
It has been so long . . . I was
beginning to get rusty. Give me action, Watnip, or
I begin to stagnate."
"Give me food, or I begin to get hungry," I
grumbled as we turned the corner of the house.
There, surrounded by her four kittens, was
Lucy Furrier. "Mr. Holmes!" she cried upon sight of
him, "Mr. Holmes, something terrible has
happened I"

\

Holmes listened attentively as she explained,
nodding at intervals as he seemed to absorb every
detail of her story. And his absorption of detail
was even more apparent later as he studied the
scene of the crime ---- the unraveled yarn, the
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torn cat toys, the scarlet stains on the garage
wall, and the strong, alien odor that hung over
everything like a thick fog.
As we left the grisly mess that was inside
the garage and walked back toward our house on
Baker Street, Holmes was quiet, apparently deep
in thought.
"So . . ." I began, still flustered by the
mystery and frightened of the awesome strength
of whatever had wrecked the contents of the
garage, "What do you think, Holmes? What could
have done such a thing . . . and why?"
"It is far too early to say for certain, Watnip.
I have some theories . . . but first I must
investigate the possibilities.
Hopefully, ProfesThat would
sor Meowiarty is not involved.
complicate matters immensely."
"Professor Meowiarty? Who's that?"
"A mastermind of feline evil, the ultimate
criminal genius of all catkind. I'm certain that if
you witness enough of my career of detection, you
will hear of his name again. But I do not think he
is involved in this one . . . the crime is much too
sloppy for his style." He sighed deeply. "Watnip, I
want you to leave me alone for a while ... I need
some time to think. Do not speak to me, and do
not bother me for any reason. When I am able to
reveal more to you on this matter, I shall let you
know."
We sat on the front step for quite a while,
the aroma of the fish being cooked driving me
crazy. The humans were no doubt eating it as we
sat there, and all I could do was hope that there
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would be leftovers when we got inside. Holmes,
meanwhile, sat in silence, seeming to notice
nothing around him. He was totally obsessed with
his mystery, and nothing else seemed to matter to
him.
I was sure that if a big, ferocious dog
suddenly came roaring up the steps at us, he
wouldn't even notice, so lost in thought he was at
the time.
As for me, I could take it no longer. I began
meowing at the top of my lungs, certain that I
would die of hunger if I didn't get inside that
house soon. Finally the girl let us in, and, much to
my relief, fishy treats were served for both of us.
I wolfed my portion down in a matter of seconds,
but, to my amazement, Holmes didn't even look at
his; he strolled absently around the house,
captured in deep thought, not seeming to even be
aware of the delicious morsels waiting for him in
his dish. When he continued to pace back and
forth in his daze, I swallowed my pride and then
swallowed all of the fish that was supposed to be
his.
After a meal like that, there was nothing left
for a cat worth his weight to do but give himself
a good cleaning and then take a long snooze ---which I immediately did.
I awoke a couple of
times to see Holmes still pacing and still deep in
his almost hypnotic state. A cat who passed up
treats and refused to sleep was something new in
my experience ---- but Holmes was definitely no
ordinary cat.
I thought about that for a few
minutes, then returned to my slumber.
I don't know how long I had been sleeping, but
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a loud crash suddenly jolted me awake. I jerked
my head up and stiffened, ready to flee. Looking
around, I noticed it was dark. Slowly getting to
me feet, I crept through the house, peering
carefully around every corner to see what had
made such a disturbing noise.
I heard large
footsteps moving about, and I quickly scurried
under the sofa, peeking out and quivering in
terror. I shuddered as I thought of the gigantic,
terrible monster that had brutally devastated the
garage ---- was it possible that the mysterious
beast was now stalking me in my house?
A light came on in the kitchen, and I edged
farther back into the darkness beneath the sofa. I
was hoping that it was a human that had turned on
the kitchen light, but, alone and in the dark, my
fear was that the monster might be large enough
to reach the switch.
"Cuddles!" Mrs. Hudson suddenly shrieked,
"What have you done? What a MESS!"
Feeling somewhat braver now that a familiar
human was there, I dashed into the kitchen,
half-blinded by the bright light.
There were
fragments of glass scattered all over the
linoleum floor, and there, in the center, crouched
down and sniffing at tiny pieces of some strange
substance, was none other than Purrlock Holmes.
Mrs. Hudson took a broom and swatted at him,
sending him reeling and scampering my way. "Bad
kitty!" she shouted after him as she began to
sweep up the mess, "Bad, BAD, kitty!"
I caught up to him in the next room. "Holmes!"
I huffed, wondering what in the world he was up
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to nowj "What did you do? Why did you make such
a mess? You scared me when that jar broke on
the floor ..."
"I've got it, Watnip . . ." he said breathlessly,
excitement in his voice, "I've GOT it!"
"You've got it, all right . . ." I returned,
shaking my head, "You've got trouble from Mother
Hudson."
"No . . . the smell, Watnip, the smell. I now
know that the smell in the garage was
it was
garlic."
"Garlic? What's that?"
"It's a strong, odorific spice that humans
sometimes use on their foods. I've smelled it in
the kitchen at times, when Mother Hudson is
preparing the human meals, so I knew, when we
were at the scene of the crime in the garage, that
I had smelled that odor before, though I could not,
at that time, recall where. So I waited until the
humans were asleep, and I climbed up to the spice
rack to investigate. I thought I smelled it in one
particular jar, but the only way to be certain was
to open it the only way I knew how. It was messy,
yes ... but effective."
"Okay . . . now we know that the strong odor
in the garage was garlic . . . so where does that
lead us?"
"To the guilty party, Watnip, that's where."
His voice was tingling with excitement.
"When
the Hudsons let us outside in the morning, we'll
nab our villain."
"I don't understand, Holmes. · How do you know
who or what it is because you found out the smell
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was garlic?"
"I don't yet know WHO it is, Watnip . . . but I
do know where to find him. It's but a matter of
time, and we'll have this little mystery solved. It
all adds up now ... everything fits PURRfectly."
"Please explain, Holmes."
"Wait until morning, when we can get
outside, my dear Watnip. We must visit a certain
place first, so that I can prove my theory . . . then,
when I have my suspect, I will explain it all to
you."
"But what about the monster?
Anything
THAT big and strong . . . it's not going to be easy
to bring it in, especially if it's not in the mood to
cooperate."
"We'll have assistance.
I'll round up
Inspector Hisstrade from Scratchland Yard.
He
and his deputies will accompany us in case of
trouble."
"Well, I hope the Inspector brings an army
with him . . . we might need all the help we can
get."
It was early afternoon before we got started
the next day, as we had to wait for Hisstrade to
arrive before we could leave. When he did show
up, it was with six large tomcats.
His
explanation for his tardiness was that he had
checked the scene of the crime for clues one more
time, and that he had come to the conclusion that
he would need more catpower than he had
originally thought; rounding up the extra muscle
had taken him a while.
"And why did you think we would need so
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much more help, Inspector?" Holmes asked as he
led us to our as yet unknown destination.
"Aecause, after reexamining the garage, I
have come up with a new theory on what
committed the crime . . . it was not a cat after
all."
"Is that so?" If Holmes had an eyebrow, he
would have arched it. "And after your thorough
study and educated deductions, what manner of
creature have you decided to lay the blame on?"
''Simple, Holmes ... it was a dog, a huge dog.
No cat could have been large enough or strong
enough to do that kind of damage."
"I assure you, Hisstrade, it was NOT a dog."
"No? Well, uh ... it might have been a bear,
then."
"Hardly, Inspector.
Bears do not frequent
this part of town . . . in fact, there are no bears
for hundreds of miles, much less in one of our
neighborhood garages." Holmes appeared to be
confident, almost smug. "A couple of more blocks,
and I shall point out our suspect to you. But I
must warn all of you . . . be ready for action, for
this suspect may be not be an easy one to subdue."
After we had walked for a while, we arrived
at the business section of downtown, moving on
the sidewalk past the parking meters and
storefronts. Suddenly I caught a strong whiff of
garlic on the breeze, and I knew we were near our
quarry.
Holmes halted near the door of a
restaurant; the stiff odor of garlic was nearly
enough to over overwhelm even the strongest of
cats.
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"This is where our culprit is . . ." Holmes
said, gesturing toward the restaurant, "Jon's
House of Lasagna, here on Garfield Street. He is
inside this very establishment as we speak, I
would guess."
The door swung open and two adult humans, a
male and a female, came out.
"That was the
absolute WORST Italian food I've ever had!" said
the male, "Remind me never to go there again."
"Yes, it was horrible . . ." the female agreed,
"Much too heavy on the garlic."
The male looked down at us. "Look at all
these catsl" he exclaimed, "The city needs to do
something about these strays."
Holmes quickly led us to the alley at the rear
of the restaurant, immediately hiding behind the
trash cans; the rest of us did the same. Suddenly
a small, lop-eared dog began barking furiously,
straining at the end of his chain to get at us.
"There's your culprit, Holmes," Hisstrade
said, a look of satisfaction on his face, "I told you
it was a dog."
"Hardly . . ." Holmes returned over the noisy
barking, "He's merely a watchdog, and I would say
that his being tied to a chain severely limits his
ability to run around town ravaging kittens' toys .
. . and he's not nearly large enough to have been
capable of the level of destruction at the garage.
I assure you, Inspector Hisstrade, that if we wait
here long enough, the true villain will come out of
that back door."
At that moment, the door opened; a human
voice shouted: "Quiet, Yodiel" Then, before the
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door could close again, a gigantic cat came
lumbering out. "Do something about that stupid
mutt, will you, Drubber?" the human said to the
enormous cat.

The cat, which was be far the largest,
fattest, feline I had ever seen, was an orange
tabby. He walked over to the barking dog, stopped,
and delivered a powerful kick to the canine with
his back leg. Yodie was sent flying to the side;
his barking suddenly turned into frightened
whimpering.
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"I hate dogs!" the cat who the human had
called Drubber said; I still found it hard to
believe, as I watched him from behind a trash can,
that any cat could possibly be that incredibly
huge.
"Drubber!" Holmes shouted as he stepped out
for the gargantuan cat to see him, "You are
accused of the destruction of Lucy Furrier's
I am
kittens' toys in their garage yesterday.
holding you responsible, and you must make
amends."
"What?" The big orange tabby narrowed his
eyes, then laughed haughtily. "Amends, huh? And
who are you to tell ME what to do?"
"Perhaps
Inspector
Hisstrade
from
Scratchland Yard has the proper authority
either way, Drubber, you are going to come with
us."
Drubber's look of arrogance faded to one of
fright· when he saw the rest of us come into view
from behind the trash cans. He glanced quickly in
all directions, then made a dash for the street.
His attempt at escape was cut short quickly,
as a cat of his size couldn't possibly hope to
outrun us.
Holmes was the first to reach him,
and, in a· display of speed, strength, and agility
that surprised me, he quickly took the much larger
Drubber down.
The rest of us jumped on and
struggled to hold him down; this cat may have
been fat, but his strength was unbelievable. I am
sure that none of us had ever worked as hard
before as we did on that day trying to restrain
that monstrous cat.
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Finally, after what seemed to us like an
eternity, Drubber gave up the cat fight.
We
allowed him to get back to his feet, but we
surrounded him nevertheless, just in case ·he got
ideas of further resistance.
Drubber dusted off
his fur, then looked at Holmes. "How are you so
sure it was me?" he puffed, trying to catch his
breath.
"The odor of garlic led me here in the first
place/' Holmes said in a calm voice, "And, when
examining the dirt floor of the garage, I found a
tuft of orange cat fur ... NOT dog fur." He nodded
to Hisstrade, then turned back to Drubber. "I could
easily stand here and tell you exactly what you
did and how you did it, but I would prefer that
you, in your confession in front of the Inspector
here, tell it in your own words. Perhaps an honest
confession might get you off with a less.er
punishment for your deed."
"It might, Drubber," Hisstrade agreed, "Now's
the time for you to come clean."
Drubber took a deep breath. "Very well . . . it
lhose
looks like you've got me now anyway.
kittens were cute, very cute.
And I hate cute
almost as much as I hate Mondays . . . come to
think of it, it happened on a Monday, so I guess I
went a little berserk. As you know, I used to be
quite the celebrity.
There were daily comic
strips in the newspapers, Saturday morning cartoon shows on TV, constant calls to my agent . . .
it was wonderful while it lasted.
But fame is
fleeting, as we all know, and I fell from the top.
Then I drowned my sorrow in food, and Jon, my
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human, opened up the Italian restaurant. I got too
fat, with all that leftover pasta that the
customers wouldn't eat, and I always was sort of
grouchy, anyway . . . and I got even fatter and
grouchier. Then I saw those kittens playing with
their new toys, and I noticed how much attention
they were getting, just like I used to get when I
was a star. And I got so jealous of them . . . I
guess something just snapped inside me. I waited
until they were out of the garage, and . . . well,
you've already seen what I did. I guess I got
carried away. You have to understand, it's tough
when you're accustomed to the limelight, and then
suddenly there's nothing."
"And what was the substance that was
smeared on the garage wall?
I had already
deduced, by its smell, that it must have been
some sort of tomato-based sauce for pasfa."
"It was spaghetti sauce . . . really BAD
spaghetti sauce.
Jon puts too much garlic in
everything he cooks. But I'll eat anything. I was
really hungry that day, and I plunged into the bowl
with both front paws. I slipped, fell in, and I had
it all over me. Before I destroyed the toys, I
wiped my paws off on the wall. Besides, when I
stepped back and looked at it, it looked kind of
scary ... I liked the effect, actually."
"Thank you for being so truthful, Drubber."
Holmes turned to Inspector Hisstrade. "I feel that
if Drubber here makes a sincere apology to Lucy
and the kittens, cleans up the mess he made, and
replaces the kittens' toys, that might be enough
retribution. What do you think, Hisstrade?"
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"That's fair enough to me, Holmes. But one
other thing . . ."
He whispered something in
Purrlock's ear, and Holmes nodded his head in
agreement; Hisstrade then turned to the orange
cat. "Okay, Drubber ... let's go."
Hisstrade and his deputies led Drubber away,
leaving my companion and me alone. "Holmes ... "
I said, shaking my head .in wonder, "That was
incredible! I'm truly amazed at your abilities."
If
"It's really quite elementary, my friend.
one utilizes careful observation, methodical
study, and proper experimentation, followed by
logical deductions, any mystery can be solved.
I've studied various types of food in the past, both
cat food and human food, and I've made notes on
different types of creatures' fur · . . . l'.ve found
that even certain breeds of cat have fur unique to
their own kind. So you see, Watnip, if one applies
himself to the cor.rect sort of study, he can solve
any problem."
"You have more than proven just that to me,
Holmes." Then I thought of something. "By the
way, what did Hisstrade whisper to you before he
I eft?"
"He wanted my word that I would give him
public credit for solving the case . . . and, of
course, I agreed."
"What? Why, that's ridiculous, Holmes! You
do all the work, and he gets all the credit
why?"
"I don't care about recognition, Watnip.
derive my satisfaction from my work itself . .
that alone is enough for me."
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"I won't have it, Holmes! I'm going to tell
your story so that all cats will know the truth."
Holmes shrugped his shoulders. "Do as you
wish, Watnip. It does not matter to me. I don't
need publicity, nor do I need congratulations. My
work is its own reward."
"I don't care, Holmes. I'm going to let the
world know the truth about you."
"I see, Watnip . . ." Holmes almost smiled, but
stopped just short of it. "I guess you've decided
to, uh, as they say ... let the cat out of the bag."

The

End
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• Our Answer Page •
Biiiy's Page • "Watson's Wordplay" (page 3)
#1 - You Are Above Suspicion
#2 - Double Agent
#3 - Suspect In Custody
Barry Baskerville (page 9)
Barry knew that the letters Q and Z are not used in our
telephone calling system.
Hugh Dunnlt Asks: "What Is It?" (page 14)
Our mystery subject for this issue is the cat. Sherlock
Holmes used two clues (#4 & #6) to deduce his
answer. Inspector Lestrade needed three clues
(#1, #2, & #7) and Dr. Watson got lucky by picking
clue #8, for he's often been accused of "letting the
cat out of the bag".
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Slylock Fox found the
ge~way car used in last
February's million-dollar
bank robbery: The
crooks were captured,
but until now the car and
stolen money were never
recovered~ Without a
bridge, barge or boat,
how did the robbers
manage to hide the car a
quarter mile from shore?
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One of these suspects has been
dropping water bal·

loons from its nest
onto the heads of
forest animals.
Which bird does Slylock Fox believe is
the balloon
bomber?
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